The morning works but I don’t know when.

You know, even if you haven’t heard it before, of the Superman-bully syndrome where the bully feels he is invisible until he is caught.

So who has caught the US Government playing it fast and loose first with the truth that has so many elitist kids finally beginning to go very quiet, those of course tuned in to just3ants.com and if you were following what Marie had to say earlier today, none of them would bother visiting the “$ hit list” [sic]?
These are extraordinarily fun times for the filthy rich believing that at the end of the day their brutal government will simply shut down the internet but cutting off the electricity, and for the poor battling like never before to make it through each day, these are the most horrific of times.

But in the end both rich and poor both know they will one day, sooner rather than later die and then they will face all their “sh*t” [sic].

What goes around comes around with a vengeance; going to bathroom each day and for some more than twice to get a look at what they face each moment from now.

U might want to think about when dealing with Sergio who may be the one and only contact u have worth talking about to remind him of my bell shaped curve bs educational system “analysis” where it is not simply the “most average” prodder who rises to the top, prodding, plotting, calculating, plotting, calculating, flat line plotter of all time, all day all calculating the odds of this and that calculation, that scheme to defraud the insurance companies, the worker bees, the pensioners, the widows, the widowers, the orphans; constantly going around in circles keeping the most intelligent who understand perfectly well how mediocrity is to blame for these “most average” prodders who rise to the top, prodding, plotting, calculating, plotting, calculating, flat line plotter of all time, all day all calculating the odds of this and that calculation, that scheme to defraud the insurance companies, the worker bees, the pensioners, the widows, the widowers, the orphans, constantly going around in circles keeping the most intelligent who understand perfectly well how mediocrity has these most average equating education with intelligence with money that of course even the dumbest of the dumb within the Mossad understand is only one means of exchange.

And remember the Mossad can read and write and guess what, they can even type although why count on the Mossad to write an email such as this to all the flat line plotters out there.

So how is Tefo doing also on that just3ants.com survey that you also think is a good idea?

Now if u think I am “wired” blame it on the most awesome jog, the second of the day, catching up with Marie well before flat rock; MDG staying behind to photo the sunset at Dinosaur beach which reminds me to remind Devin that he should when visiting in the Oval Office with the President describe the amazing colors on the cliffs of Torrey Pines.

Gold last trading at US$915.70 a troy ounce and Hilary hasn’t yet commented on what prevents the US Government from devaluing the US-DeBeers Dollar and put to an end her nonsense about the Chinese who set the scholastic levels along with Israelis wherever they travel, manipulating the Chinese yaun.

Aren’t you so bored with stupidity?
Can you only imagine how G-d/God feels and what He-She is doing apart from hurting the brains most of all of those who “play dumb”!!

Now “sleep on” all the verbiage fed to young kids especially in the west beginning with what they are taught in describing “criminal behavior” that has them mouthing so much utter nonsense until of course when hearing what their teachers and professors have to say about the “criminal behavior” of De Beers and how “conditioning” comes in to play with the 3 Branches of the US Government having now for more than a century turned a blind eye to this most dynamic criminal enterprise who make a mockery first and foremost of our educators, the weak kneed bums that they are.

Sleep tight, don’t let the bugs bite!
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From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2008 5:05 PM
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser'
Subject: RE: maire's photoshop brings up the following error message

I have lunch plans tomorrow with Sergio, but other than that I can come over anytime. Does tomorrow morning work?

From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2008 5:04 PM
To: 'Adam L Tucker'
Subject: RE: maire's photoshop brings up the following error message

Let me know when it works for you to take a look at it. I might be leaving tomorrow for the cabin for a few days. I need to focus on getting the book done.

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2008 4:30 PM
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser'
Subject: RE: maire's photoshop brings up the following error message

I did a cursory search on google and it is something that I will have to look at in person.

From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2008 4:30 PM
To: 'Adam L Tucker'
Subject: maire's photoshop brings up the following error message

The specified module could not be found. C:\programfiles\common files\adobe\adobe version sue c53\client\3.1.1. version cueui.dll

The top section reads: DDE server Window: Photoshop.exe – Fatal Application Exit.